Supporting Visual Exploration for Multiple Users in Large Display Environments
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Figure 1: Two different types of operations performed using our multi-user lens technique for exploring multiscale visualizations. Selecting a region of interest (ROI) using a mid-air gesture (left), vs. merging two time-series plots when two users approach one another (right).

ABSTRACT

We present a design space exploration of interaction techniques for supporting multiple collaborators exploring data on a shared large display. Our proposed solution is based on users controlling individual lenses using both explicit gestures as well as proxemics: the spatial relations between people and physical artifacts such as their distance, orientation, and movement. We discuss different design considerations for implicit and explicit interactions through the lens, and evaluate the user experience to find a balance between the implicit and explicit interaction styles. Our findings indicate that users favor implicit interaction through proxemics for navigation and collaboration, but prefer using explicit mid-air gestures to perform actions that are perceived to be direct, such as terminating a lens composition. Based on these results, we propose a hybrid technique utilizing both proxemics and mid-air gestures, along with examples applying this technique to other datasets. Finally, we performed a usability evaluation of the hybrid technique and observed user performance improvements in the presence of both implicit and explicit interaction styles.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Collaborative sensemaking is one of the most promising applications [6] for so-called smart environments [40], where computing is woven into the physical space in the form of sensors, devices, and displays. Traditional mouse and keyboard interaction is unsuitable for such environments, due to the lack of fixed horizontal surfaces as well as the presence of multiple collaborators in the same space. Therefore, gestural interaction is often employed for controlling smart environments. However, gestures can be imprecise, difficult to learn, and may cause fatigue [14]. A potentially more natural style of interaction is based on proxemics [11]—the study of spatial relationships between people and artifacts—and was suggested by Jakobsen et al. [17] to control visualizations on large displays. However, their approach is not intended for multiple concurrent users in the same physical space, a situation that arguably is one of the most suitable (and common) for such environments.

In this paper, we explore the design space of multi-user visual exploration in large display environments in terms of both presentation (visual output) and interaction. For presentation, we propose a multi-view representation based on focus+context lenses to support the whole spectrum of collaborative coupling [37], from tight (lenses combined to support working together) to loose (lenses separate to support working independently). For interaction, we explore the balance between explicit input—where actions are used solely to interact with the system, such as gestural commands—and implicit input—where actions are proxemic, i.e. drawn from spatial and social cues to automatically trigger changes in the interface [19]. Towards this end, we design and evaluate our proposed interaction and presentation techniques using a formative evaluation with 12 participants—which influenced our design choices—as well as a summative evaluation with 18 additional participants.

We claim the following contributions: (1) several lens-based interaction and presentation techniques for multi-user sensemaking in large display environments, including both proxemic (implicit) and gestural (explicit) interaction styles; (2) results from a formative evaluation studying tradeoffs between using proxemic and gestural interaction; and (3) results from a summative evaluation on a hybrid technique combining both proxemics and gestures for pairs of analysts performing sensemaking collaboratively. During our design process, we also derive feedback mechanisms for the interactions.

2 BACKGROUND

There has been a recent surge in utilizing proxemics and gestural interaction in visual analytics and HCI. In this section, we present the related work on proxemics and gestures, general implicit and explicit interaction, and sensemaking in smart environments.
2.1 Proxemics and Gestures

To achieve Mark Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing [40], devices such as public displays and hand-held computers present in an ecosystem should be harnessed to create a context-aware system that captures knowledge about surrounding users and devices (actors). In this context, proxemics has been leveraged as a way to create connections between users and devices in an environment [10, 17, 23]. Greenberg et al. [10] discuss the use of proxemic attributes such as distance, orientation, identity, movement, and location, for building a structured implicit interaction model. This includes (1) using distance-based interaction zones that define the reaction of the display [39], and (2) orientation-based understanding of the user attention [33]. Peck et al. [29] used distance-based interaction zones to control the scale of interaction and found evidence of naturalness in physical navigation in front of a large display as the users then tend to associate visual scale (e.g., seeing overview/detail based on distance) with the interaction scale.

Beyond theories on leveraging proxemics, several experiments have found significant effects of user interaction on the proximity and orientation among users and devices during collaboration. Jakobsen and Hornbæk [16] observed that user activity clearly influences their physical navigation as they moved closer for sharing and collaborative analysis, while staying away for performing separate tasks. Jakobsen et al. [17] evaluated multiple design choices for mapping proxemics categories to single-user actions performed on a visualization such as selection, filtering, and navigation, by comparing the user experience against a baseline interaction with a gyroscopic mouse. They found that navigation over a map through movement, as well as view update and selection operations based on distance, came naturally to the users, while operations such as scaling and positioning based on location were not. Dostal et al. [7] developed the SpiderEyes toolkit for attention-aware and proximity-aware interfaces on wall-sized displays. However, the visualization scenarios presented in their paper are restricted to splitting the large-display space between users in a collaboration, and they do not fully support changing collaboration styles, where we often see both tightly and loosely coupled work [25, 38]. More recently, BodyLenses [21] introduced magic lenses for wall displays that are controlled by body interactions. This work details the design dimensions for lens-based presentation and interactions including implicit distance and movement mapping to change lens position and properties, as well as using explicit gestures for adjusting lens shapes. Our goal, however, is to evaluate the implicit and explicit interaction styles for specific lens operations to build a hybrid interaction style that better supports parallel individual and collaborative work during visual analytics in large displays environments.

Recent innovations in capturing stereoscopic information using depth cameras has led to reliable use of gestural interaction in human-computer interaction [27]. Gestures can be either pre-defined or user-defined, and they can only be triggered by explicit motion that deviates from regular user interaction in an environment. From an gesture design perspective, Nancel et al. [27] studied the design of mid-air pan-and-zoom movements, including uni-bimanual interaction, linear vs. circular movements, and guidance for mid-air gestures to interact with the large displays from a distance. They found that linear gestures, involving a linear movement and clutching, were faster than circular gestures, and two-handed gestures were faster than one-handed gestures. Linear gestures also received better user feedback.

2.2 Implicit and Explicit Interaction in HCI

Our interaction techniques in this paper utilize both implicit and explicit actions performed by users in a collaborative setting. In this context, Ballendat et al. [2] describe an example of an interactive media player, which uses proxemics information to change the state of the media player as an implicit action, and also allow users to explicitly trigger events using direct touch. While implicit interaction conforms very well with state-based HCI systems such as a media player, their use in interactive visualization is—to the best of our knowledge—underexplored and limited [7, 17, 29].

In contrast, there has been significant amount of research into explicit interaction models using mouse, direct touch, direct manipulation, and also mid-air gestures. Malik et al. [22] present design choices for selection and transformation of views on a large display using single or multiple finger gestures and gestures captured by a touchpad. Beaudouin-Lafon et al. [3] created different frameworks for managing gestural input and display modules in collaborative environments. They target explicit gestures using real and virtual instruments connected to mid-air movements. Stephenson et al. [34] developed a body-centric model towards explicit interaction, by utilizing one’s own body parts as a container and a control surface for interactions (e.g., selecting an interface object by touching one’s hip). They used a virtual shadow to provide embodiment and a form of feedback for the body mappings. Beyond these styles, using mobile devices as a surrogate for interaction is common [8, 32] in mixed-modal environments, which have more than a single display and input device.

2.3 Large Displays & Multiple devices for Sensemaking

Large displays offer more space to think [1] and promise better collaboration between analysts [25]. Futher utilization of portable devices in such environments allows for spatialization of the sensemaking process and for supporting complex collaboration scenarios [25, 38]. However, as Chung et al. [5] mentioned, exploiting the physical space and embodiment, and supporting collaborative use, sharing, and organization mechanisms across large displays and other devices becomes important in these scenarios.

Isenberg et al.’s hybrid-image visualization [15] approach introduced distance-based visual encodings that graphically blend overview and detail views into a single representation on a large high resolution display. This encoding does not require interactivity as details become naturally perceivable within context at a close distance. These hybrid representations by nature promote movement without requiring any tracking mechanisms and are ideal for public spaces for progressive revealing of content. Together with interaction models designed for multi-user visual exploration on large displays (such as the ones evaluated in this paper), hybrid-image visualization can be an effective approach for supporting complex collaborative sensemaking scenarios [25, 38] with a reduced overhead on the system.

Finally, the VisPorter system [5] supports sensemaking across devices through the ability to share and integrate knowledge gained on private and public displays. They developed explicit gestures such as flicking (by touch) towards a device for sharing, while implicitly tracking the position information. However, designing these interactions for even larger displays (in terms of physical size) that afford interaction in 3D and physical navigation is a complex task. Our focus is on exploring and evaluating the design space of proxemic and mid-air gestural interactions in large display environments during sensemaking to find a balance between them.

3 Sensemaking in Multi-User Display Environments

Large displays support multiple concurrent users and have been shown to enhance productivity in co-located collaboration [6]. For complex sensemaking tasks, large displays and multi-monitor setups provide a large visual space to interact and organize information, and by extension, to think [1, 5, 10]. Due to being distributed in physical space, interaction models for these environments go beyond standard input devices—such as mouse and keyboard—and leverage the benefits of gestural and even full-body interaction. Unlike traditional input modalities, these new interaction models support both explicit and implicit modes of interaction:
• **Explicit interaction**: User action where the purpose is primarily to interact with a computer system.

• **Implicit interaction**: User action where the purpose is not primarily to interact with a computer system [19].

Explicit interaction is the traditional mode of interacting with computers, and includes actions such as mouse clicks and drags, keyboard presses, and touchscreen taps and swipes. Implicit interaction is a more novel approach, and it targets automatically using the body states and movements that are known or observed to exist when users interact in a physical space [20] to avoid learning explicit actions and reduce additional physical activity. Therefore, implicit interaction can be tightly coupled with utilizing proxemics attributes [11] of the users such as their position, posture, movement, orientation, and identity of users within a physical space to control a computer system [19, 21, 39]—also referred to as proxemic interaction [10]. The design space for proxemic interaction with visualizations—mapping proxemics dimensions to high-level tasks [13]—has been presented by Jakobsen et al. [17]. However, these designs do not fully extend to parallel individual and collaborative work due to inherent presentation conflicts. It is worth noting that implicit actions may go further than proxemics (e.g., using facial expressions). But we use these terms together since we focus on proxemic interactions that are treated as implicit (seen in previous work [10, 19, 21]) since they resemble common physical actions.

Explicit interaction through mid-air gestures [31, 41] also goes beyond traditional input methods. The design space for gestural interaction with large displays has been studied before [27]. However, it still depends on a vocabulary of explicit actions that have minimal or no meaning when performed outside the multi-device ecosystem. For this reason, gestural interaction is often not easily discoverable, requires significant training, and may need additional physical effort [14]. For example, direct-touch gestures such as tap and pinch, and mid-air gestures for zoom and pan used in recent works [27], convey the user intention quickly and unambiguously to the system, but they require the users to perform additional physical work to trigger the outcome on the visualization. Furthermore, the gesture vocabulary is also easily exhausted in the presence of a large number of interactions, which occurs commonly for realistic analytics tasks. On the other hand, explicit actions may be meaningful for operations where user confirmation is required.

We propose a combined presentation and interaction technique for multi-user visual exploration in large display environments (Figure 1). Drawing on design guidelines by Tang et al. [37] and Kister et al. [21], the presentation technique uses focus-context lenses owned by each collaborator. The lenses act as views for the users during parallel individual or loosely coupled work [21, 38], and can also be combined with other lenses for tightly coupled collaborative analytics. We refer to Kister et al.’s design space exploration [21] for lens design including placement, size, shape, and rendering. We focus on the interaction techniques—both implicit and explicit design alternatives (Figure 2)—for exploring data visualizations through the lenses. Here, we list the abstract lens operations and elaborate on possible options for their implicit and explicit designs followed by our choice for the preliminary implementation.

**Initiate**: Lenses visualize specific parts of a dataset, and the lens initiate operation involves selection of a region/part of an overview visualization. Selection operations in large display and mixed-modal environments are typically done through pointing and touch with hand [23] and other devices [32] in an explicit way. However, in contrast to selection of discrete objects (for instance, photos), selections in a visualization are more precise and granular. For selection, we define a gaze-controlled cursor highlighting the region-of-interest (similar to the cursor used by Peck et al. [29]).

• **Implicit Initiate**: When the user’s gaze dwells on a region in the overview visualization, a lens is created at that location.

• **Explicit Initiate**: User creates a lens by navigating the cursor using hand and confirms the selection with a hand roll.

**Scale**: The ability to modify the size of a lens is needed in a large display environment since the distance from the screen affects the user’s view. View scaling has been previously performed by tracking the user’s position and distance from the screen [12, 29], and by direct manipulation, popularly seen in movies such as Iron Man (2008) and Minority Report (2002).

• **Implicit Scale**: The size of the lens is directly mapped to the distance of the user from the display.

• **Explicit Scale**: The lens size is changed by hand movement pulling/pushing away the lens.

**Move**: Positioning the lens helps organize the workspace along with the scale operation. Move operations have been commonly done on large displays and across devices through explicit gestures such as flicking, drag-and-drop, grab-and-move [23, 24, 30].

• **Implicit Move**: The user’s gaze or movement in the physical space controls the lens.

• **Explicit Move**: The user’s hand directly moves the lens.

**Zoom and Filter**: Zooming and filtering the data within a view is a very common task in visualization [34]. These operations have been previously done through implicit actions such as leaning [12] and distance-based semantic zoom [17], and explicit actions such as pinch-to-zoom, linear, and circular gestures [27].

• **Implicit Zoom**: The user’s distance and orientation is used to zoom and filter the lens content.

• **Explicit Zoom**: The lens content is zoomed using a mid-air hand zoom gesture—linear hand push/pull [27]—while standing still in front of the wall display.

**Pan**: This operation shifts the content of a lens (i.e., not its position) based on the data attributes. For example, this can be based on time for time-series data or based on spatial location for spatial data. Pan operations in large display spaces have been explored through movement of handheld devices in a two-dimensional space [28] and through mid-air gestures [27], which are both explicit.

• **Implicit Pan**: The lens is panned based on the orientation of the user’s head when dwelling on it.

• **Explicit Pan**: Hand movement (left and right)—hand swipe—is mapped to the pan operation on the lens content [27], when the user is standing still in front of the wall display.

**Merge**: Merging content is helpful for collaborative analysis, cross validation, and trend analysis across lenses. Merge also corresponds to the relate visualization task connecting different sets of visualizations [34]. Various styles of composite visualizations have been surveyed by Javed et al. [18], and these are design choices for merge in terms of visual representation. Recent work on shape-shifting wall displays [36] for individual and group activities explores the implicit and explicit controls for managing the arrangement of individual displays. They merge the individual displays implicitly by observing when users move close to them.

• **Implicit Merge**: Lenses are merged when two users are close and aligned towards each other [36].

• **Explicit Merge**: Lenses are merged when the users position them close to each other with their hands.

**Split**: Lens splitting can be mapped to a similar implicit action or explicit gesture as merge. Takashima et al. [36] supported this by identifying when users walk away or through a split gesture.
• **Implicit Split**: Lenses are split when the users move away while facing away from each other.

• **Explicit Split**: Lenses are split when the users separate the lenses by pointing and dragging with their hands.

**Delete**: Being the inverse operation of initiation, it can be triggered based on similar metrics as initiation. Tracking attention is a popular way of understanding if a view is of interest [24].

• **Implicit Delete**: Lenses are deleted when the user moves out of her workspace while facing away from the lens.

• **Explicit Delete**: Lenses are deleted using a hand roll gesture while pointing to the lens.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

Our multi-user lens techniques involve multiple design choices for mapping proxemics and gestures to operations on a visualization. In this section, we give details about the hardware platforms, system architecture, and detection of implicit and explicit actions.

4.1 Hardware Platform

We used a semi-CAVE environment\(^1\), including large wall and floor displays to develop the proposed multi-user lens technique. Both the wall and floor displays measure 160'' × 90'' with HD (1920 × 1080) resolution.\(^2\) The displays were attached to a computer running Microsoft Windows 7 Vicon motion capture system with ten high-resolution cameras to track user proxemics and gestural input. Tracking is performed on the reflective infrared markers attached to the props worn by the participants: gloves for tracking the hand, slippers for tracking the foot, and baseball caps for tracking the user’s head.

4.2 System Architecture

We opted for a web application environment to support multiple platforms (both desktop and mobile for future implementations). The system followed a client-server architecture with the client side using HTML, JavaScript, and CSS. The client manages the visualizations built using the D3 toolkit [4]. The server side of the application contains modules for handling connection and input from the Vicon system through the Vicon data stream SDK. It also includes several methods to process the Vicon input to detect actions, which are predefined interpretations of proxemic variables and gestures as discussed in the Design section. The communication between server and client sides of the application are handled through persistent connections from the clients. This architecture, therefore, supports multiple clients at the same time.

4.3 Detecting Actions and Providing Feedback

**Identifying proxemic interactions.** Events based on proxemic actions are calculated by taking input from the Vicon tracking system\(^3\). This input corresponds to the 3D position and orientation of each object (cap and slipper), which are further translated to get the distance and orientation with respect to the displays. These proxemic readings are then processed to identify conditions for various

---

\(^1\)Visbox: [http://www.visbox.com/viscube-C2-HD.html](http://www.visbox.com/viscube-C2-HD.html)

\(^2\)Note that this is a relatively low resolution compared to tiled display walls—where each display is HD—which are becoming common. However, this has no practical bearing on our techniques or evaluation results.

\(^3\)Tracker: [http://www.vicon.com/Software/Tracker](http://www.vicon.com/Software/Tracker)
actions. For example, a gaze action would be triggered if the position and orientation of the users facing the display does not change for a pre-defined time period—three seconds in our implementation. For lens scale and move, the position of the moving users facing the display is directly mapped to the size/position of the lens. The lens scales uniformly based on the distance from the display—1 × when close to the wall to 2 × at the edge of the floor (similar for zoom). Distance between users is used to trigger lens merge when the users are close to each other (distance ≤ 0.75m).

Identifying gestures. Gestural events are detected for a user’s hand by tracking changes in the degrees of freedom of the glove such as roll, yaw, pitch, and position values from the data provided by the tracker. Each gesture detection procedure involved identifying the state of each object and the direction of movement within a space/time threshold to avoid false positives. For example, the hand gesture for lens initiation is detected when the user’s hand (glove object) is horizontal pointing towards the display and has a space/time threshold to avoid false positives. Similarly, a pull gesture for lens zoom is detected when the user’s hand is facing the wall display, and moves in the opposite direction to the user by at least 0.2m in less than one second (mapped to 1.2 × zoom). The swipe gesture working with similar thresholds but with a different direction of movement.

Providing feedback and visual cues. We use the floor display to provide feedback for actions. A halo is shown around the user on the floor to give feedback of the orientation. For lens merge, the two users are connected with a line on the floor display signifying a bond between them during group activity. When the users are very close, this feedback line becomes more opaque/solid compared to when they are far away. Once they move away from one another (or explicitly split), the line disappears. Finally, the floor space is divided into interaction zones [17]—close (< 0.75m), middle (0.75 – 1.5m), far (> 1.5m)—and visual cues are drawn for these regions. Finally, the participants are given feedback of the gestures identified using textual labels on the wall display.

Avoiding issues. The interaction zones on the floor are associated to specific actions to reduce conflicts between similar actions. For example, a lens zoom is triggered when the user is close and a lens scale is triggered if otherwise. To avoid constant visual updates when the users are stationary, the spatial attributes of the objects are rounded to closest 0.1m resolution for position and direction (orientation). Occlusion is avoided in this system by using multiple Vicon trackers around the room ceiling making sure that the users are in the field of view of at least two cameras at any time. Tracking information is rarely lost in this system; however, when lost the user is aware of this through the feedback mechanisms. Due to the high-precision nature of Vicon and ability to provide readings at 50fps, the latency of action detection is based on the time thresholds. These action definitions are verified through pilot studies.

5 Formative Evaluation: Implicit vs. Explicit

To gain a better understanding of the usefulness of both implicit and explicit interaction styles, we conducted a formative user study on the physical affordances of our design ideas. The user study focused on collaborative visual analysis of multivariate time-series data, and required users to interact with the data through lenses to figure out patterns within and across variables. The dataset was sensor data measured by different types of sensors (e.g., moisture, temperature, and humidity) in a building over time. It contained 13,500 records for 30 sensors spanning over two weeks. The user interaction was not controlled or constrained, thus allowing the participants to freely interact and explore various features provided by the lens technique. Our focus through this qualitative inquiry is not only to observe which interactions style suits each lens operation but also to gain interesting and unexpected design opportunities that can expand the conceptual model of our lens.

5.1 Participants

We recruited 12 participants (5 female, 7 male) from our university’s student population (6 groups of two). Participants signed up voluntarily and were rewarded $10 upon successful completion. All participants had experience with data analysis using visualization and more than 6 years of experience using computer systems. Only 7 participants had experience with mid-air gestural interactions.

5.2 Experimental Design and Procedure

The experiment followed a 2 × 6 within-participant design with Interaction Mode I (implicit, explicit) and Analytics Tasks A, resulting in 72 total trials (i.e., 12 per team). The participants were scheduled for one-hour sessions in groups of two. They were first introduced to the equipment used in the study, followed by a brief introduction of the study goal and tasks they were expected to perform. After signing their consent, the participants were asked to wear the props on their head, dominant hand and their feet. The investigator then described a list of gestures for the explicit mode and the proxemic attributes tracked by the system in the implicit mode. The participants were allowed to practice by testing each operation in the technique until they were comfortable. The participants were then quizzed to test their knowledge of the lens operations.

5.3 Tasks

Each team was given six tasks; three were low-level comprehension tasks involving finding specific values, trends, and extrema in the visualization, whereas three were high-level synthesis tasks involving identifying anomalies, comparing data, and correlating data. The tasks were designed to stimulate engagement, collaboration, and discussion during group analysis. The synthesis tasks (compare and correlate) require exploring multiple parts of the overview and encourage collaboration through lens merge operations. These categories were inspired by the work of Shneiderman [34] that summarizes the types of tasks performed on different data types.

Two variants of these six tasks were prepared, giving two task lists (TS1 and TS2), one for each interaction mode. The tasks within each set were randomly shuffled for each group to counter sequence effects. Each task required multiple implicit or explicit actions that were mapped to corresponding lens operations. The presentation order of interaction modes was fully counterbalanced.

5.4 Data Collection

All participants were encouraged to “think aloud” and announce their actions and decisions while interacting with the system to perform the tasks. During the session, the investigator took notes about important observed events and verbal comments made by the participants. The sessions were also video recorded (with consent).

After finishing the tasks with one mode of interaction, the users filled a five-point Likert scale questionnaire collecting their opinion about seven different factors (described in Results section). The sessions ended with a short interview as a way of triangulation.

5.5 Results

Inspired by grounded theory [9], we analyzed the participant data by open-coding the notes and transcribed interviews. Two researchers, who had observed and conducted sessions, developed two initial code-sets independently, and after reaching an agreement on a final code-set, one researcher proceeded to code the remaining session data. In what follows, we present the emerged themes, along with the corresponding participant group (G) identifications.

5.5.1 Implicit actions

Lens initiation was not implicit enough. While participants liked the idea of a smart environment that could guess when a lens needs to be initiated, they unanimously agreed that head dwell was not much efficient, as it led to false negatives (low discoverability) and
false positives. Two participants said, “Being interested in one chart does not mean I will only look at that one chart” (G4), and in fact the chart of interest is usually decided by shifting focus between different charts in the overview. When participants knew the chart of interest, they had to consciously focus their line of sight to that chart region to create a lens and this was contrary to the implicit nature of the design. Five participants mentioned that the dwell time taken into consideration by the system maybe “too long”. We conclude that deciding on an accurate dwell time is a non-trivial task, and gaze dwell may not be an appropriate action for this task.

**Lens move and scale were liked.** Perhaps the most interesting observation about these interactions was the description given by one participant as “unnoticed interaction” (G3). This participant (G3) further said, “the interaction was so natural and intuitive that I almost did not notice”. Intuitiveness was a common reason given by all participants who expressed positive opinions about these interactions. These results confirm the findings of Jakobsen et al. [17], and align with our motivation behind implicit actions.

**Lens zoom and delete were perceived as “fun to do”.** Both zoom and delete required moving body across different proxemics regions. Three participants mentioned that they like the need for being active (G1, G2, G5) referring to the physical navigation that triggers the zoom. One participant described the zoom interaction as being “fun to do” (G2). Contrary to the observations of Jakobsen et al. [17] about similar zoom interactions, we did not observe awkward, slow, or uncertain movements from our participants. We can argue that this could be due to (1) mapping the movement speed directly to the zoom rate, and (2) the visual cues on the floor in the form of lines dividing the different proxemics regions.

**Lens zoom and pan were not accurate.** In many cases, participants were observed to undo (or redo) zoom and pan actions because they had zoomed or panned the lens content too much or too little on their first attempt. Several comments were made during the interview about the need for more “control” during zoom and pan, and using “gestures” (G6) was a common solution suggested by the participants. One participant suggested “having a way of turning this feature on and off” (G3). Implicit actions for these operations lacked precision and accuracy on the first attempt, and when further attempts were made, their implicit nature is questioned.

**Lens merge and split had mixed feedback.** Lens merge was found to be the most interesting feature in implicit interaction mode. 75% of the participants described this feature as either “cool” (G3), “useful” (G2, G4), or “interesting” (G6). One participant remarked that “this is similar to real world, where people have to get close to each other to share physical copies of documents” (G6). Implicit lens split, on the other hand, received some conflicting results. While some participants still liked the feature, others expressed the desire for “keeping lenses merged” (G2, G3) while being able to “move around” (G2) referring to the need for both merged and separate work spaces during collaborative data analysis.

### 5.5.2 Explicit Interactions

**Lens content manipulation gave users more control.** A common theme observed across all explicit actions was that the participants liked having the direct control provided by these actions. One participant remarked, “it is great to zoom in and out as much as you like” (G6). Generally, participants learned the gestures related to lens content manipulation quickly. The participants who needed relatively more time to learn these gestures were observed to use the gestures more efficiently. In particular, it is worth highlighting a remark made by one participant about the initiate gesture (i.e., the hand roll gesture) where the gesture referred to as “natural” (G1) and “like drilling into the data” (G1). We also observed minimal false negatives for these gestures except when they were performed at a very high or very low speeds and ignored by the system. In all of these cases, the participants were able to identify the issue through the visual feedback (or in fact the lack of visual confirmation) provided for each gesture in the form of textual labels and they successfully corrected the gesture to achieve the desired results.

**Lens move and scale gestures were demanding.** Explicit lens move and scale did not receive good feedback from participants. Through observation, we noticed that participants usually did not put their hands down after completing a move or scale action. When asked, one participant mentioned that it was because they thought “the lens would go back to where it was, if they let go of it” (G4). Seven participants pointed out their hands were tired and experienced exhaustion when moving the lens. We rarely saw participants use the lens scale action. Three participants mentioned that this gesture “required too much work for little return” (G6).

### 5.5.3 Subjective Ratings

We also collected participant opinions about each action in both implicit and explicit modes through a post-session questionnaire. It included seven statements focusing on a different metric for each lens operation: Preference, Accuracy, Intuitiveness, Efficiency, Enjoyment, Collaboration, and Physical effort. Participants rated statements on a Likert-scale ranging from 1 (e.g., Not Preferred) to 5 (e.g., Preferred). For Physical Effort, the ratings ranged from 1 (Very hard to perform) to 5 (Very easy to perform). The mean scores are summarized in Figure 3. We performed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks tests at a significant level of $\alpha = .05$ to test for differences between 2 samples of participant ratings (implicit and explicit) for each statement and lens operation. For example, this meant comparing implicit and explicit lens zoom in terms of physical effort.

There was a significant difference between implicit and explicit lens initiation when it comes to perceived physical effort ($Z = -2.821, p = .005$). In fact, the majority of the metrics ranked significantly higher in the explicit mode for lens initiation.

Lens scale was ranked significantly higher in the implicit mode for both collaboration ($Z = -2.239, p = .025$) and physical effort metrics ($Z = -2.209, p = .027$). Also, the implicit lens move action was enjoyed more than explicit ($Z = -2.140, p = .032$).

Lens pan ranked significantly more intuitive ($Z = -2.360, p = .018$) when performed using explicit gestures. We did not, however, observe any other significant effects for zooming and panning.

Preference ($Z = -2.230, p = .026$) and accuracy ($Z = -2.877, p = .004$) ranked significantly higher for lens implicit merge operation. Lens split, on the other hand, required significantly less physical effort ($Z = -2.539, p = .011$) in the implicit mode, however, other ratings were in favor of the explicit mode. In fact, the participants preferred the explicit lens split operation significantly more ($Z = -2.235, p = .025$).

### 6 Lessons Learned

The participant feedback and the subjective ratings indicated that lens initiation through head dwell was intrusive as it made the users consciously focus their line of sight to the visualization. On the other hand, the explicit counterpart of the same action received significantly better results for all metrics. A quick and unambiguous explicit gesture seems to be better for selection operations such as lens initiation, since the participants also felt that the dwell time (for the implicit action) was too long and was responsible for the adverse user experience. The move and scale operations were liked in the implicit mode as they were deemed to be intuitive and did not have the delays seen in lens initiation.

Lens content manipulation through zoom and pan was not very accurate, but was seen as “fun.” This can be due to the algorithm for implicit action mapping in lens zoom. When the user performs these implicit actions through body or head movement, the amplitude and frequency of this action should be mapped to the corresponding lens operation. For example, when the user tries to zoom in by getting closer to the display, the zoom events are triggered
at a frequency based on the user speed, and the amount of zoom is mapped to the distance moved by the user (amplitude). These parameters can affect user experience. On this note, even though these parameters were partly studied through pilot tests, participant feedback suggested that zoom and pan operations were not accurate for implicit actions and reflects a loss of user control.

Among collaborative operations, lens merge was well-received for the implicit setting, and it was praised to be similar to real world scenarios where people have to get close to each other to share. Lens split, on the other hand, had some issues, as users often faced a scenario where a split happened even when they did not intend for it. Lens delete and lens split are both inverse operations, and in the absence of an undo operation, these can affect the user experience adversely. User intention was discussed for multiple operations including zoom, pan, split and deletion, but group intention was not an aspect considered for merge and split, due to the simplicity of these operations. Further testing with complex collaborative operations is required to understand the best methods to identify group intent, which promises more conflict free collaborative operations.

7 HYBRID MULTI-USER LENS TECHNIQUE

Drawing from our lessons learned, we designed a hybrid interaction technique combining both implicit and explicit interactions. In the hybrid version, we included “lens store”, a new operation to allow storage of lenses on the floor display through a foot click gesture. User feedback indicated that being able to view the area behind a lens is necessary, since users often need to go back and forth between the lens and the overview during their exploration.

The hybrid version of our lens technique uses a mix of both implicit and explicit actions for lens initiate, scale, move, pan, zoom, merge, split, delete, and store. Table 1 summarizes the proxemic and gestural actions that were used. This does not mean that for every action designed under the hybrid technique, we have to necessarily include a mix of both proxemic and gestural interactions. However, when designing a set of such lens actions, we can now choose from a mixed pool of interactions based on both proxemics and gestures. For instance, we kept the lens move action to be performed by the implicit interaction based on user’s position relative to the wall display. One criticism from the previous study was that the implicit lens move action led to unwanted lens movements especially in collaborative scenarios when two users converse or when the users are very casual with their interactions, which lead to small movements of their heads. To avoid this, we introduced a region mapping for lens move, in which users can fixate the lens to avoid lens movement when they are close to the display. The lens merge and lens split operations in the hybrid version included both implicit and explicit aspects through a two-step process. During lens merge, the lenses would stack when users are close (resembling implicit merge), and switch to a different merge mode (e.g., content overlay) through a collaborative “hand raise” gesture (Figure 4) that captures group intent (inverse happens for lens split). These decisions were based on a design goal to allow alternative states for the proxemic interactions and trade-off the implicit nature of these interactions to some extent and achieve better user experience.

8 SUMMATIVE EVALUATION: HYBRID TECHNIQUE

To evaluate our hybrid lens designs, we conducted a separate summative study using the same tasks as the formative evaluation and following the same methodology when collecting and analyzing the results. The goal of this evaluation was to learn about the usability aspects of hybrid actions—would users find them intuitive or confusing? Physically easy or difficult to perform? Accurate or not?

8.1 Method

Similar to the formative study, each session lasted just under an hour and involved a group of two participants performing the tasks collaboratively. We first recruited four participants for two pilot sessions. After making minor adjustments based on the pilot sessions, 18 additional participants (4 female and 14 male; 9 groups; G1-G9) who have not participated in the formative evaluation, were
recruited for the actual trials. The participants were drawn from the student population at our university. There were five parts to the study: (1) training, (2) action-performance quiz, (3) six-task data analysis, (4) completing a 5-point Likert scale questionnaire, and finishing with a (5) semi-structured interview. In what follows, we report on the results of this study and discuss insights from our observations and user feedback. We did not include the “collaboration” item in the Likert scale questionnaire as we found that the participants had different perceptions of collaboration quality during the formative evaluation (since all the tasks were successfully completed). Instead, we chose to observe their collaboration style during the tasks, and inquire their individual opinions about their collaboration during the post-session interview. This left us with 6 dimensions (Preference (P), Accuracy (A), Intuitiveness (I), Efficiency (Ef), Enjoyment (En), and Physical Effort (Ph)).

8.2 Results and Discussion

Overall, participants found the hybrid actions easy to learn. Most subjects (16 out of 18) were able to recreate the actions during the quiz at first try. However, during the actual experiment we observed that four participants were confused about pan and zoom as they forget the actions involved. In one group (G6), the teammate helped the participant remember the interaction, and in all four cases, participants were fully able to perform all actions correctly.

Lens Initiate and Delete. These lens operations both received high scores for all categories (µ ≥ 4.2), with the exception of physical effort (µ = 3.5 and µ = 3.8, respectively). Participants felt that these operations were hard to perform because the interaction required pointing to the specific chart in the overview while keeping the cursor inside the chart borders and performing a hand roll. This was easier with deletion as users deleted their lenses when far from the display at which their lenses were at the maximum size and easier to point at.

A potential solution for this issue is to use fisheye magnification to provide feedback. This would enlarge the chart the user is pointing at, thus giving a visual feedback to reduce the ambiguity in selection. Participants found these actions very intuitive (µ = 4.7); G1 described the action to be “like opening and closing doors.”

Lens Scale and Move. The lens scale and move actions, which included proxemic interactions, received high ratings across all categories in the questionnaire (µ ≥ 4). Participants enjoyed the implicit lens movement (µ = 4.5), and mentioned, “[it is] natural to want your lens close by at all times” (G8). One participant said that lens movement “let him focus on the chart more” and called it “efficient” (G1). Subjects also found scaling lenses based on distance to the display to be intuitive (µ = 4.6) and something one “almost does not notice” (G2). In our hybrid mode, we introduced the close region of the floor in which the lenses are automatically fixed. We observed that eight groups took advantage of this when discussing a chart.

Lens Zoom and Pan. The lens zoom and pan actions received relatively low ratings for accuracy (µ = 3.6 for both), efficiency (µ = 3.8 and µ = 4), and physical effort (µ = 3.5 and µ = 3.8). Both of these actions required explicit hand gestures, and we observed that participants misuse the interactions at the beginning of the trial session even though they had successfully gone through the exercise and quiz phases. Similar to other gestural interactions, we argue that the learning curves could be steep especially if the user has no prior experience with mid-air interactions.

Three participants mentioned that they did not find the pan interactive and expected them to be backwards. One participant compared this to how users switching from Mac to Windows or vice versa have a hard time adjusting to how the mouse pad scrolling works (as it is different between these systems). Prior experiences and work habits do affect the learnability of new gestures. One solution would be to introduce implicit components into these actions since they have a direct mapping. We tried to accomplish this by showing extra information on the charts automatically as annotations as the user enters the middle region [17], thus eliminating the need for some of the explicit content zooming. Participant feedback confirms the improvements targeted by this design.

Lens Merge and Split. Lens merge and split both received mixed ratings and feedback from the participants. While participants found these actions physically demanding (µ = 3.5 and µ = 3.8) and rated both of these actions somewhat low for efficiency (µ = 3.8 and µ = 3.7), their ratings for the enjoyability dimension were high (µ = 4.5 and µ = 4.3) deeming both of these actions as fun to perform. Seven groups attributed this to the collaborative gesture, which was used for switching the chart type after an implicit merge, and in some cases even suggested alternative interactions for this purpose: “high five” (G3) and “hand shake” (G6). While we can conclude that the new hybrid design of these actions in which the merge and split are a two-step process is liked by the participants, similar studies have shown that collaborative actions involving touch might not always be welcomed in cases where the two collaborators do not know each other [26]. Participants also commented in several cases on how these interactions promote involvement and collaboration: “merge was fun because it required us to work together” (G7). The implicit first step interaction sometimes happened accidentally (3 cases) but welcomed and further pursued to the second step of explicit superimposition. In two groups (G1 and G8), we observed that team members started collaborating and helping out their partners only after the first instance of the merge action.

Lens Store. Participants were very excited to try the foot click gesture—tapping the floor with one’s foot to temporarily store the lens. Two participants called this interaction “useful” (G3), while another (G1) mentioned he enjoyed using his foot to interact. In two cases (G6, G8), we observed that participants tried reading the lenses while on the floor, but soon brought back the lens to the wall display for better visibility. Several participants mentioned that it was “easy to bring the lenses to the wall and back to the floor, so there was no need for using the lens on the floor”. One participant mentioned that “it might be awkward to use foot for interaction in a formal meeting” (G1). One interesting usage of this interaction was made by a participant (G7) to quickly move away his lens and let his team member create a lens in the close proximity (avoiding lens occlusion). We expect that better floor projection technologies will allow wider use of this relatively unexplored surface as an extra space for analytical activities.

9 Application Examples

Our multi-user lens techniques can be applied to a wide variety of visualization types beyond the application explored in our study; examples include spatiotemporal data (maps), social network data (graphs), and even multi-view visualizations. For example, a social network (node-link diagram) can easily be a very dense network for large groups. In this case, our technique can be applied to capture the links between people within a selected region of the social network and display/interact with them on the lens. The operations such as scale, move, zoom, pan, and merge can then be used to identify community structures within connected people.
As a more complex example, we applied the hybrid lens technique to a spatiotemporal dataset of locations of cellular devices (Figure 5). The spatial positions of cellular devices were shown as targets on an overview Google Map using markers. A gaze-controlled cursor is used to highlight the region (a rectangle in this case) in the viewing direction of a user. The cursor pans and scales similar to a lens and is used to select regions on the map. The region selected, through explicit action, is shown directly on the lens, and it can be further explored through (1) implicit move and scale to explore the entire overview map with current lens content in sight, and (2) explicit zoom and pan operations to explore the contents of the lens in more detail. For collaboration, the multiple lenses containing the Google Maps and the markers are superimposed using implicit actions through Boolean operations for combining the spatial locations visualized in each lens. These operations include, (1) add: target location data in both lenses is combined and visualized in a single lens (similar to a set union); (2) subtract: unique targets in one of the lenses are shown in a lens; (3) intersect: common targets in the lenses are shown in the merged lens; and (4) exclusive: unique targets in the lenses are shown on the merged lens (i.e., an XOR operation). These merge modes can be switched through the collaborative gesture. These actions are similar to the ones proposed in our hybrid interaction models.

10 Design Implications

The implicit-only and explicit-only versions had actions that were felt to be hard or not preferred (rating < 3) on multiple metrics. Examples include the physical effort involved implicit lens initiation, and enjoyment and efficiency of explicit lens scaling (Figure 3). On the other hand, the hybrid actions did not perform well only on the physical effort scale, with only the lens move operation in the hybrid requiring less physical effort ($\mu = 4.5$). This gives preliminary evidence that proxemic interactions can be less demanding when they are efficient and perceived to be natural (as was the case with lens move). Explicit actions (zoom and pan) were even more physically demanding as the participants were confused with their mappings. An adverse effect on physical effort for spatial zoom and pan interaction has been observed by Nancel et al. [27], in which case alternative interaction choices through a handheld device required less effort. Therefore, a future goal is to design and evaluate techniques for cross-device interaction utilizing device proxemics.

We also observed specific collaboration styles associated with our lenses even when group activity was not necessary. For example, to answer a specific value identification task, which could have been done by a single user, the participants collaborated in two distinct ways: (1) one member of the group would open a lens and perform pan and zoom actions to move to a specific date, while the other member stays close to the display and reads out the value, or (2) both create copies of a lens and cross-check their answers. Furthermore, for tasks requiring lens merge (comparing two different views into the dataset), the collaboration was seamless as the merge operation was itself implicit and collaborative, and participants did not have to explicitly assign roles to each other (except figuring out who creates which lens). As a participant pointed out, this process was fun since it helped them collaborate efficiently. Since the technique is based on a focus+context lens that is owned by a user, there were also no interaction conflicts as the users would never interact with their partner’s active lenses.

A major goal for our lens technique was to support a generic set of operations that can be performed across many visualization and HCI scenarios. For this reason, we chose operations that control both layout and content. In addition, the technique should support collaboration, which is one of the strongest features of such mixed-modal environments (i.e., environments with large wall, multiscreen displays, and handheld devices). This was the motivation for introducing the lens concept for presentation in the first place, as it inherently provides the freedom to support both individual and group activities. While such multi-view presentations are inspired by prior work [21, 37, 38], we see the major contribution of our work to be more on the interaction side in determining a balance between implicit and explicit interactions using proxemics and gestures for the visualization tasks. This, in turn, expands on existing work on proxemics for visualization [17, 21] and HCI [10].

Finally, there is a conflict in the definition of implicit interaction, defined by Ju et al. [19] as interactions that are implied rather than explicit input and output. However, over time our users become more aware of some implicit interactions, and in turn, they perform them consciously. Beyond this, proxemics cannot be equated to implicit interaction all the time (although the terms are used interchangeably [2, 10, 21]). This does not negate the fact that these body-centered interactions are very natural, direct, and fluid in nature, as our participants commented in the summative evaluation.

11 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a multi-user lens framework for sensemaking in large display environments. The technique can be controlled in two ways: (1) using implicit actions based on the position, orientation, and distance of a person in relation to other persons or the display, and (2) using explicit actions such as swiping a hand, or tapping with a foot. To find the most appropriate interaction mode—implicit or explicit—for different lens operations, we conducted a formative user evaluation involving six pairs of participants performing analytical tasks together on a time-series visualization. Our observations from this study were used to propose a hybrid model consisting of a mix of both implicit and explicit actions. We evaluated this new hybrid model in a follow-up qualitative evaluation using an additional nine pairs of participants. We observed that the users are able to benefit from seamless interactions within the hybrid model while feeling in control performing analytical tasks.

Future work includes (1) extending the techniques to complex operations for other visualizations and usage scenarios, (2) comparing and combining the techniques with 2D interaction on handheld surfaces, and (3) exploring floor feedback and foot actions.
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